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Methods of continuous monitoring of volcanic clouds企omthe ground訂ediscussed, including NIR monitoring of 
volcanic aerosols, high temperature anomalies, and vegetation using an appropriate filter set and CCD cam町a.A 
combination of satelite and ground-based remote sensing techniques is effective for understanding various volcanic 
phenomena. 
1. Introduction 
Satellite-bぉedremote sensing is used to analyze large eruption clouds, in order to detect othぽwiseu町・eported町uptions,
identifシgroundand aviation hazards, evaluate eruption intensity and research the白uptions’climaticimpacts. Satellite 
images showing the 1訂ge-scaledispersion of volcanic clouds enable us to study long-range凶印刷 ofatmospheric 
pollutants丘omfixed sources. On 出eother hand, groundゐasedmonitoring of the clouds is also important for the 
obsぽvationof their occurrence, vぽticalstruc加reand othぽ d戸1a紅せcalcharacteristics in both large and small scales. 
Ground-based monitoring is often possible even when satelite observation is obscured by clouds, and can also be used to 
identifシinteractionsbetween volcanic and meteorological water/ice clouds, such a-, orographic or convective clouds ovぽ
the volcano. Visual recording of volcanic clouds ha-, been done for quite a long白neatS北urajimain southern Ky悩 huラ
Japan, and gradually extended to other volcanoes as summarized in [I]. Recently, Near In企ared小江R)observations of 
high temperature anomalies using the "night品ot"function of video C畑町asw町er句orted[2, 3]. Here, the night-shot 
問moves出eNIR cut-off filter.百1euse of an IR filt，町向rtherhighlights the anomalies by白ecut-off of visible light. In出e
daytime，出enight-shot mode with白 IRfiltぽ maygive a NIR view from the ground s凶 l訂 tosatelite imagぽy[4]. 
Such a view may be useful not only to study vegetation on the volcanoes, but also to distinguish clouds from the 
background sky on misty days. Furthermore, faint aerosols almost invisible in the ordinary view can be clearly 
recognized出血eNIR view. In出isreport, we discuss the problems of continual observation of volcanic aerosols and 
other phenomena with visible and NIR bands, together with satellite remote sensing in visible and various in丘aredbands. 
2. Ground monitoring of volcanic clouds 
百1eKagoshima Univ，町sity＼ゐlcanicCloud Research Group is now conducting continual monitoring仕om出eground at 
白reeactive volcanoes; Sakurajima, Satsuma-Iwojinm and Suwanosejima in southwest Japan [1］.百1ela仕ぽ two訂e
located in the Nansei Islands south of Kyushuぉ shownin Fig. 1. A reason for observing the volcanic clouds is th剖the
visible image of the cloud is a good approximation of the flow of invisible vole出世cgases emitted 企omthe crater. In ordぽ
to analyze the gas concentration da匂 atthe foot of Miyakejima、Tolcano,the group membぽSstudied NOAA/AVHRR 
satelite images of volcanic plumes, and web-camera observations between September 2000 and May 2002 by the 
E紅白quakeResearch Institute, Univぽsityof Tokyo [1, 5]. Furth町more,the group, in collaboration with Philippine 
Institute of Volcanology and Seismology σ四VOLCS),s回rtedcontinual obsぽVぬonof volcanic clouds at Mt. Mayon凶
the Philippines [ 6].We summarize here the methods and problems in automatic continual recordings of volcanic clouds. 
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Fig. 1. Volcanoes Sakurajima, Satsuma-lw句ima,Suwanosejima and Miyak只jimain Japan, 
and Mayon in the Philippines. 
2.1 Me出odsof automatic recordings 
Thぽe紅ebasically three methods for automatic long-time recording of volcanic clouds using a digi同icamぽahead with 
a CCD sensor, as ilus仕atedin Fig. 2. 
(i) Digital stil cα：mer，α 
Automatic recording with a fixed time interval is possible without changing the digital recording media for a few or 
several months, as long as出epower supply is cons凶 t.Very few cameras have such specifications. A Sharp孔ID-PSI
wa－.凶edsuccessfully剖 Satsuma-IwojimabetvVeen July 1998 and February 2003, and at Tarumizu station to obsぽve
Sakurajima between December 1998 and February 2003[1], and is opぽatingnow at Mayon since June 2003[6］.百世sis a 
pioneering camぽa,allowing recording wi血hourlyintぽvals,with 1950 pictures in a 160 MB mini disk (MD). A Casio 
QV-R4, using a 512恥B SD memory, is now opぽatingin Changchun, China for血estudy of Asian dust since March 
2003, also recording with an hourly interval [7]. Such records訂euseful to see diurnal changes, and訂eappropriate to 
make CD自Rarchives, or to display on the Internet 
Though出eproduction of these C副nぽお ha'iceased, we found白ata new camera Ricoh Caplio G4wide inherited the 
interval recording function, and we began operating one at Satsuma-Iwojima in December 2003. 。Intervalvideo recording 
As血e司ectionof volcanic clouds is rather stationary most of the timeラintervalvideo recording is suited for covering a 
long duration in a cassette旬pe.The interval length is at most ten minutes with a half second recording in some recent 
video cameras such as the SONY DCR-TRV S町ies,allowing the 100 days record in a 2 hour mini-DY cassette. Such 
recordings紅enow op白羽白1gat Changchun and Mayonラasback-ups for血cdigital c紅nぽas.It should be noted that the 
continuity of rapid phenomena such as explosive町uptionclouds is lost in ten-minute intervals. Smoother motion can be 
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Fig. 2. Systems for automatic recording of volcanic clouds. (a) Digi凶 andvideo camぽas.(b) Web camera system. 
obtained by企amerecording with 8 sec. ( orles) intervals by time-lapse video recorders such出血eSONY SVT series, 
which has been used剖 Sakur句imasince 1992. Random access to video records is now possible by conv，ぽtingthem 
into mpeg files to be stored on CD-R or DVD. 。i)ftセbcαmera system 
For real time monitoring via Internet and archiving on a hard disk, a web c但nerasystem composed of a camera head and 
a comput町 isuseful. Real time monitoring is especially important for aviation safety.百世s勿peof syst回nhas been 
opぽatingat出eFaculty of Education, Kagoshima Univぽsityfor Sakurajima monitoring since December 2000 [l], and at 
Satsuma-Iwojima since February 2003. A network camera SぽVぽ isa small all-in-one app紅a加s¥-i血thecam町aand 
S町vercomput町 built-in.Thisザpehas been adopted at Nakanoshima to monitor Suwanosejima 25 km to the southwest, 
and also at Nansei-Toko Observatory, Kagoshima Univぽsityand Tarumizu City O伍ceto monitor Sakur司ima企om
di丘erentdirections [ 1].As the network camera sぽveris not suited for l訂gearchives，組柏町computぽ withenough 
storage is necessary, which may be connected by a local or remote ne同rork.
For web-camera systems in general，血einterval to get stil images can be arbi住arilyadiusted by progrヨmming.In the 
above systems, we use 5-20 minute intervals, which is not a problem for hard disks with enough capaci句人
2.2 Environment for continual monitoring 
We summarise the conditions for automatic long-term recording of volcanic clouds for up to a few months. 
(i) An appropriate obsぽvationsite inside a building with a window to see the volcano, hopefully with a wide view 
undisturbed by nearもyobstacles and direct sunshine m出escene. 0thぽwise,ou臼idea building or m出.efield, an 
app紅ヨ旬shousing is n氏自sary.
(i) Iもeliableelec出cpower supply, equipped wi血UPS(uninterrupted power supply) against powぽ shortagesand s田ges.
(ii) A person to look d町出ep町formanceof the apparatus，間期rtit aftぽ munex戸到己tedstop, and exchange由emedia. 
There are many important points to adjust for白einitial set叩 at白防御rt,to be listed later. 
例 Internetconnection. If a con白mousInternet connection is available, a network camera servぽ aloneis enough at the 
obsぽvationsite for live monitoring with remote control, and白e紅chivedda包canbe stored on ano出町serv，ぽatremote 
laboratory. A p白manent Interτ1et connection is very useful for such a system, al血oughnot available in many問gions.
0出町wise，也eda回 shouldbe stored on a servぽ mthe local・紅eanetwork at the monitoring site, and downloaded 
daily to a remote server using a dial-up connection. 
If the conditions (i）ー（i）訂efulfiled, continual obsぽvationis possible by using intぽvalrecordings with digital stil and/or 
video cam町民changingthe media ev回γfewmonths. For real目白mor 民主任問altime monitoring」condition(iv) should 
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be met. 
Even if any of the above conditions is not satisfied, it may be possible to leave a digital camぽafor a month with an 
appropriate batt，四y*in a sealed package wi血a仕組sp訂entwindow. This risks出eftor vandalism of the equipment, and 
protection against damage企omsunshine, rain and wind should also be considered. For the same re部on,it is often much 
more practical to凶 erelatively cheap ‘o百二the-,helf’equipmentfor this p田pose,ra出erthan more expensive dedicated 
imagers (* An alternative to AC power supply is to use rechargeable battery pack for digi阻1camera.) 
2.3 Initial set up 
Finally let us consider the essential points for the initial set up of interval recording mentioned in 2.2 (ii). 
White balance: Outdoor, so as to児 cordcolor information properly. 
Focus: Infinity. (Manual fo~using is necess紅yfor the NIR observation, to be discussed in 3.2.) 
Flash and Beep: Off. 
Liquid Crystal Display: Off, to avoid its degradation and save powぽ．
Framing: Relatively wide with a horizon or other horizontal line near the bottom. 
There訂emany other points to be adjusted at the beginning of automatic recordings, depending on出etype of apparatus. 
3. Methods of visible and infrared observation of volcanic phenomena 
3. l Satellite imagery 
A number of techniques have evolved ovぽ recentye訂 Sto detect volcanic clouds or sense activity at volcanoes, which we 
briefly summarize here. In genぽal,these techniques exploit differential reflective or absorptive prop町tiesof ash or 
sulfates in the volcanic cloud. The main gaseous eruption component is usually water, which can often internぽewith 
detection techniques. However, clouds with a su伍cientlyhigh ash content, or wi出sufficientsulfate content, which 
induces a smaller particle size and ir由ibitscloud evaporation, are usually distinguishable丘omwater/ice meteorological 
cloud, provided highぽ cloudsdo not obscure the satelites' view. 
(i) Visible bands 
Many eruptions訂edistinguishable in visible wavelengths becaw,e of the relatively low albedo of a-,h. The color of the 
cloud can be distinguished using satellites with the appropriate ’回e-color’wavelengths( e.g. LAlぜDSAT/(E)TM,
SeaSTAR/SeaWiFS and EOS/MODIS), and may be white, light-or dark-gray or brown, depending on出eash content of 
the cloud. 
仰 Reflec乱iveirifrared bands 
Both NIR (e.g., 1.6 .um) and middle infrared (e.g., 3.7 ,um）紅ehighly sensitive:to particle size and composition, a fact 
which has been exploited for volcanic ash detection [8] and detection of ash-poor, sul白terich plumes such as企om
Miyakejima [9］.百1eseimages訂ealso useful for the studies of出etopography and vegetation covぽagein ordぽ to
investigate the effects of volcanic gas, and訂ealso highly use白lfor 'hot叩 ot'(high temperature anomaly) detection as 
summarized in [IO J.
(ii)百zermalinfrared bands 
百1edifference of 12 and 1 μm bands is v句 feffective in distmguishing lithic aerosols (in dry air) from w剖ぽclouds,and 
is utilized for detection of ash cloud [11-14] and Asian dust [15］.百1e8.6 μm band is utilized, combined wi出o出町
thermal bands in Terra/ASTER [16] and MODIS, for the detection ofS02白血evolcanic gas [17]. Ultra-violet reflection 
is also utilized to detect S02 in TOMS, but only with low resolution (39x39 km pixel size for Earth-Probe TOMS at 
nad廿）.MODIS da匂 ishighly use白lfor monitoring ash clouds because of its many use削 channels[18引］
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Fig. 3. Visible and NIR radiations versus filters for a CCD camera head. 
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3.2 Ground observation 
Here we discuss a simple use of NIR images to supplement visible imagery, using filters as described in Fig. 3. 
(i）八fight-shot: Or吐血訂yCCD sensors in video and digi回1cameras have some sensitivity to wavelengths up to about 
1.1 μm such as gray line in Fig. 4. In出enight-shot mode, the NIR cut-off filtぽ isremoved to increase出esensitivity 
under白rkconditions, with the sacrifice of the color balance.百1emodew出 utilizedto detect白eNIR radiationぉavery 
hot anomaly at血event of Mayon volcano in the Philippines，出oughit was invisible to the naked eye [2]. 
(i) !Rfil,館r: Recently, IR filters to cut-off the visible band wi白出eboundary around 840 nm紅eavailable, such as 
broken line in Fig. 4. In白enight shot mode equipped with such a filt民 onecan get NIR images similar to MODIS 
band2, 841・876nm. Very hot anomalies約 enhancedby IR血tぽs,as studied at血ecra町 ofAso volcano [3]. It is 
preferred to avoid outdoor Ii出teven in twili出t，出itcontains NIR radiation originating from也esun. 
ロi)ND filter: In出edaytime，白enight-shot mode wi血IRfiltぽ maygive a NIR view企omthe ground simil訂 tosa記li缶
imagery, when the sol訂 reflectionis adequately reduced by a neu回Idensity仔の）日tぽ． Such a view may be useful not 
only to study vegetation on the volcanic surface, but also to distinguish the clouds企om出ebackground s勾onmisty 
days. F町由ermore，白血taerosols almost invisible in ordinary view can be clearly recognized m血eNIR view, as shown 
m出enext section. 
1,0 
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Fig.5. NIR images ofSakurajima. 
900 
（司Groundob細川ionat 9.8 km WSW from the crat，町on
Oct. 2003 at 13 :40, recorded on minトDV句pein SONY 
DCR国TRV30withIR-84 filter in night-shot mode. 
(b) A 3D view of出eLANSAT-5/TM-4 da也 on26 Aug. 
1998 at 10:10企omWSW by using the SiPSE system. 
(c) The top view ofTM data as in (b). 
4. Results 
4.1 S北町a1ima
Previous works of ground observations and satelite imagぽyof 
S北町ajimavolcano are summ紅白edin a booklet [22］.百1e血st
tests of NIR obsぽvationof Sakurajima volcano from the main 
campus of Kagoshima University, about 10 km west of血e
u国民 weresummarized in [23]. H町ewe repo抗 afew 
additional results. 
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Fig. 4. Sensiti吋tiesof color (solid line) and 
IR (gray line) cameras of the network 
C出nぽaAXIS2420 series, and the IR filtぽ
ofFujifilm IR-84 (broken line). 
。DVegetation 
Fig. 5 shows a comparison of NIR images企omthe ground (a）ぉdescribedin 3 .2（註i）ラandthe LANSAT-5/fM-4 (b組d
c), where 3D represen同tion(b) of TM da也 combinedwith the DEM da泊 ofGeographical SUIVey Institute of Japan is 
obtained by using Satelite Image Presentation System for Education (SiPSE) [24]. We see出at出cvegetation is absent 
ne訂 thesummit, because of the adv町田conditions.It should be noted that出erange of the ground observation, 0.84-1.1 
μm, is not q山白血esame創出atofTM-4, 0.76即0.90μm, aside企om也edifiぽ-enceof the solar elevation and direction. As 
a result, the reflections from rocks and barren lands訂esomewhat sむong町血the ground observation血anTM-4.百世s
problem wil be discussed in more detail in ne紅白ture.
(i) Aerosol 
Ground obsぽvationof a faint plume at S品cur司ima
in fine weather is shown in Fig. 6, where (a), (b) and 
(c）訂eNIR, red and green components of visible 
picture. We see血atthe con凶 stof the plume against 
the background sky is s仕ongぽ mlongぽ wave
lengths, i.e., the plume is clear in (a), not so deぼ m
(b) and almost invisible in ( c ). In the blue color not 
shown here, there is no contrast. This situation is 
quite opposite to the satelite image of a faint plume 
over出esea [25]. In the C部eof Fig. 6, the morning 
sun is right of the scene, and the background sky is 
most dark in NIR, while the scattering by plume 
aerosol is seen. Similar results訂eobtained in other 
confi思rrationsof the sun. 
Fig. 6. A白i凶 plumeat S北ur司imaon 2 Dec. 
2003 at 8:00, with the camera as in Fig. 5(a). 
(a) NIR, (b) and (c): Red and green components 
of a visible image. 
4.2 Satsuma-Iwoiima 
Since July 1998, hourly volcanic cloud obsぽvationssuch as those in Fig. 7 have been displayed on a homepage. Recently, 
west訂tedthe observation in the NIR band. 
(i) Hot αnomalies 
In the nigh仕出1e,hot anomalies inside the cratぽ andon the ou臼idewall have been obsぽvedin LANDSAT-5/fM images 
[26]. From the ground, it is expected to obs町ve血eanomalies on出eOU臼idewall. We s旬rtedNIR observation of 
0.85-1".l μm by using a Kenko IR-85 filtぽ ona SONY DCR-TRV30出血enight-shot mode since the end of July 2003. 
The first仕ials,lasting until Novembぽ 2003were unsuccessful. 
(i) Volcanic clouds and aerosols 
h血enight-shot mode with IR-85白Itぽ mentionedabove, the daytime images were over-exposed except for白血e
morning.before sunrise, and during the evening. Therefore, we have added a ND filtぽ（1/100)to reduce ovぽ－exposure
since 2 Dec. 2003. On the othぽ hand,the Creative Webcamplyus web-camぽa,having a CMOS sensor, ha-; been used 
equipped with a F可追加R・84filt，ぽforrecording with 30 min. interval between 7:00 and 17:30 on a SぽVぽ computぽ．
百1oughthis head has neith町 thenight-shot mode nor也eNIR-cut filt民 acolor image may be obtained by a softw訂e
cancellation of IR components. We see that NIR image is obtained by using the IR filter. In出eint百valrecording, faint 
plumesぽeobtained successfully，出shownon出ehomepage, htゆ：／／訂ist.eduねgoshima-u.ac.jp/volc/iwo/
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Fig. 7. Volcanic clouds ofSatsuma-Iwojima observed企om3 km west of the crater, with one-hour interval 
on 22 Aug. 2002. 
Fig. 8 shows a comparison of southern flank of Iwo-dake from a伽ryboatwithout and with the IR filtぽ on出edigi阻l
camera Sharp VN-EZ5. We see出atIR filter is enough to ob旬血 NIRimage，出ough出eexposぽetime should be 
somewhat long. 
4.3 Suwanoseiima 
Fig. 8. South町nflank oflwo-dake企oma ferry-boat, by using血eSharp VN-EZ5 
(a) without and (b) with the IR-84 filt民 respectively.
In recent years, Suwanos司imavolcano has been the mostぽuptivein Japanラwi血血.eeruption columns a few km above 
the cratぽ occasionally.We have done satelite deおctionwi血NOAA/AVHRRand EOS/MODIS, and web camera 
obsぽvation[27, 28]. Together with manual photos企om出einhabiぬn包ヲwehave listed them m也ehomepages, 
Topics of SiNG-Kagoshima (in Ja戸n岱e):h仕p：／訂ist.edu.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/sing/topics/
MODIS Database of、TolcanicEruptions m也eWestern Pacific: htゆ：／／訂ist.edu.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/volc/oce出ぜ
Suwanos司加iais a target of the near real time NOAA image browsing system for volcano monitoring of Tokai Universi匂f
Research and Inf01τnation Center, toge出町withS北町ajima釦 dMiyak句ima[29]. 
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(i) Tf台bcamera observation 
The site of the web c出nぽaat Nakanoshima, s泊rtedon 6 Aug. 2002, is 25 km northeast of the crate民 separatedby the sea. 
Though the町uptionclouds are often well observed such as shown in Fig. 9, the images征ealmost always partially 
obscured by haze or mist. We may expect to obtain be抗.erimages in N1R. 
Fig. 9. Eruption clouds at Suwanosejima, imaged by the web camera at Nakanoshima, a丘erstretching the contrast. 
(a) Aug. 10, 2002 at 14:40 JS工(b)Aug. 14, 2002, 6:40 JST. 
仰 Highlightsof ground and satellite observations 
In 2002, Suwanos可imavolcano was especially eruptive. Here we make a brieflist ofremarkable events [27, 28). 
April 12: In白c出gh抗ime,a hot spot was obs町vedon AVHRR band3, and in MODIS (22:20 JST). Next dayうplumes
about 400 km long were seen in A VHRR and MO DIS. 
June 18: Eruption column of height 3 km was recorded in photos and AVHRR imagery. 
July 23-24: Inhabitants observed several eruptions, and出eirphotos and A VHRR were obtained. 
Aug. 19-22: Several s仕ongeruptions were observed accompanied with roaring sounds and vibrations, and also with 
volcanic lightning and red sky in the nighttime. Web cam町aimages, photos were obtained as well as A VHRR and 
MODIS images. 
Dec. 5: The volcanic plume rose high over the island during 10:00 to 11:00, 15:00 to 16:00JST, with 11-15 explosive 
ぽuptions,in spite of s仕ongwinds for the whole day, as recorded by the web camぽa,photos, MODIS如 dGMS-5 visible 
images. 
4.4 Vegetation of volcanic island Mivakeiima 
ぬlcanicclouds at Miy：北司出国紙discussedin [9, 18] in t出国of ground obs町vationand錨匂liteimag邸.Her右weshow 
血eTerra/AS＇児Rimages of Miyak司imaIsland in Fig. I 0,in which the damage of the vegetation due to the伊sis e吋dentat 
specific direcせons,consistent wi白血eappearance of high concen回tione四時ofS02around the island [I, 9, 18]. 
Fig. 10. ASTER images of Miyakejima on 7 April 2003. 
（吟VNIR-2(0.63-0.69 μm). (b) VN1R-3 (0.78-0.86 μm). (c) NDVI. 
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We note白瓜白eNIR image gives a similar result for the vegetation as出enormalized vege凶 onindex (NDVI) defined 
as NDVI = (NIR-Vis) ／οM+Vis), where we have used the red band ofVNIR for Vis. 
5. Concluding remarks 
Long-interval, automatic, ground-based camera observation is use白lfor studies of volcanic clouds, Asian dust, and 
meteorological clouds. Real-time cameras are important for disaster prevention, and the archived records s町veto
und町standthe phenomena scientifically.百1euse of ‘o住the-shelf’equipmenthas great practical advantages ovぽ more
expensive infrared equipment. Combining these data with satellite information is very e民ctive.
百1euse of the NJR band has opened a new町aof the ground obsぽvation.It is Vぽydesirable血atthemakぽsdisclose the 
detailed propぽtiesof the CCD sensors and filtぽs.Thenラ血ecamぽasmay be used as a meas国主1gapp訂a印ss出世l訂 tothe 
satellite sensors, and the manipulations by using di妊erentbands such as出。din [23] may白1d白mbasis.百1ecalibration 
studies of them are important problems to be done. 
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